Trait attribution is central to people's naïve theories of people and their actions. Previous developmental research indicates that young children are poor at predicting behaviors from past trait-relevant behaviors. We propose that the cognitive process of behavior-to-behavior predictions consists of two component processes: (1) behavior-totrait inferences and (2) trait-to-behavior predictions. Experiment 1 demonstrates that 4-, 5-, 7-, and 9-year-olds can infer trait labels from behaviors. Experiment 2 demonstrates that 4-, 5-, and 7-year-olds can predict behaviors from trait labels but not from past behaviors. Experiment 3 demonstrates that 4-and 5-year-olds understand traits as predictive and stable over time. Taken together, these three studies show that young children, in possessing component trait-reasoning processes, have a nascent understanding of traits.
Developing a commonsense understanding of people and their actions is necessary for success in complex social interactions, meaningful relationships, cultural learning, and self-perception. As such, critical to our successful navigation of the social world is the possession of elegant social cognitive abilities (Adolphs, 1999; Tomasello, 1999; Whiten & Byrne, 1997) . Of late, research in children's developing social cognition has focused on how they acquire a theory of mindunderstanding that people's behaviors are causally related to internal mental states and attributing such mental states (Wellman, 1990) . However, beyond theory of mind, human social cognition consists of other important understandings and abilities. One significant aspect of adults' everyday folk psychology is reasoning about dispositional traits (Heider, 1958; Kelley, 1973; Weiner, 1974) . Trait attribution is central to much of our naïve theories of the social world, in our everyday explanations and predictions of people's behaviors and thoughts (Jones, 1979; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Trope & Higgins, 1993) . Researchers also consider children's trait conceptions important for issues of achievement motivation (Cain & Dweck, 1995; Dweck, Hong, & Chiu, 1993; Heyman & Dweck, 1998) and social interactions (Camhy & Ruble, 1994; Erdley & Dweck, 1993) . Nevertheless, much is still unknown about how children come to a conception of traits similar to that of adult folk psychology.
Dispositional trait understanding involves the attribution to the self or others of stable psychological characteristics (Rotenberg, 1980) . To distinguish traits from other folk psychological concepts, it is important to clarify that trait attribution characterizes a personal, psychological quality as being both internal and stable across time and situations. One can attribute internal, mental characteristics, such as someone's desire, without it being a trait, because desire is not necessarily a stable disposition (Wellman, 1990) . Similarly, one can attribute stable characteristics, such as someone's height, without it being a trait, because height is not an internal psychological disposition. Full dispositional conceptualization entails inferring an internal psychological characteristic and understanding its stability across time and situations in causing behaviors.
The general claim from developmental research is that not until around 7 to 8 years of age (i.e., middle childhood) do children begin to understand the stable, internal, and causal nature of traits (for reviews, see Flavell & Miller, 1998; Miller & Aloise, 1989; Ruble & Dweck, 1995; Yuill, 1992) . This is evident especially in a dramatic developmental shift in children's appreciation and use of traits to predict and explain people's behaviors (Rholes & Ruble, 1984; Rholes, Newman, & Ruble, 1990) . Early research observed that children under the age of 8 years rarely used trait terms to describe themselves or others, whereas older children frequently used trait terms in these situations (Barenboim, 1981; Livesley & Bromley, 1973; Peevers & Secord, 1973) . Instead, young children tended to describe themselves and others in more superficial terms, such as actions, appearances, possessions, and places of residence. More controlled experimental paradigms that examined children's trait-consistent predictions of behavior also found a developmental shift around 7 to 8 years of age in trait reasoning (Berndt & Heller, 1986; Ferguson, Van Roozendaal, & Rule, 1986; Kalish, 2002; Rholes & Ruble, 1984; Rotenberg, 1980 Rotenberg, , 1982 . These experiments addressed the extent to which young children comprehend the stable, causal nature of traits, by asking them to predict behaviors given trait information. Consider the study by Rholes and Ruble (1984) , where kindergartners (5-and 6-year-olds) and fourth graders (9-and 10-year-olds) were presented with videos of individual protagonists engaging in trait-relevant behaviors (e.g., a girl who is sharing her lunch). The experimenters then asked these children to predict which of two behaviors the protagonists would perform in the future in a new situation (e.g., helping or not helping her friend rake leaves). Only the older children correctly made trait-consistent predictions of behavior. Together, these findings have led to the conclusion that preschool-age children do not understand traits as stable, mediating dispositions.
Children's seemingly late development in trait conceptualization is in line with the Piagetian claim of younger children reasoning in superficial and situational terms and older children reasoning in causal, internal, and stable terms (Flavell, 1977; Livesley & Bromley, 1973; Rholes et al., 1990; Shantz, 1983) . However, this characterization of cognitive development is considered outdated in light of recent research in children's theory of mind and essentialism (see Flavell & Miller, 1998; Gelman, Coley, & Gottfried, 1994; Taylor, 1996; Wellman & Gelman, 1998) that depicts young children's robust understanding of internal psychological states. Thus, by 3 and 4 years of age children predict and explain behaviors in terms of internal mental entities such as desires and beliefs (Wellman, 1990; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001) . In some studies, infants and toddlers have demonstrated an appreciation of the subjective nature of desires (Repacholi & Gopnik, 1997; Wellman & Liu, 2004; Wellman & Woolley, 1990 ) and a conception of the intentions behind goal-directed actions (Carpenter, Akhtar, & Tomasello, 1998; Gergely, Nadasdy, Csibra, & Biro, 1995; Meltzoff, 1995) . In contrast to the Piagetian claim, this more recent research has shown that young children do not necessarily focus on superficial or situational characteristics of actions, penetrating instead to deeper, psychological states and features.
Previous experimental studies on children's trait understanding have overwhelmingly asked young children to predict trait-consistent behaviors from trait-relevant behaviors, just as in the Rholes and Ruble (1984) study outlined earlier. pointed out, children in these studies were asked to make property-to-property inferences, instead of property-to-category inferences (i.e., infer traits from behaviors) or category-to-property inferences (i.e., predicting behaviors from traits). Presumably when older children succeed in these studies they are making a property-to-category inference (infer a trait from behavior) and a category-to-property prediction (predict behavior from that trait). When younger children fail, perhaps they know nothing about traits or, alternatively, perhaps they know something about traits but have difficulty with one or both parts of this two-part inference process. In the current studies, we examined whether preschool-age children are capable of the component processes of behavior-to-trait inferences and trait-to-behavior predictions, despite having difficulty with behavior-tobehavior predictions. We hypothesized that when the tasks are decomposed in this fashion young children would reveal important initial trait understandings. In Experiment 1 we examined behavior-to-trait inferences; in Experiments 2 and 3 we examined trait-tobehavior predictions.
Experiment 1
Following our analysis of behavior-to-behavior predictions as consisting of two component processes of behavior-to-trait inferences and trait-to-behavior predictions, Experiment 1 investigated the first component process-namely, behavior-to-trait inferences. Past studies have shown that young children are able to appropriately assign trait labels to provided examples of behavior (Rholes & Ruble, 1984; Stipek & Daniels, 1990) . However, researchers have suggested that what preschoolers are doing, rather than understanding traits, is simply valence-based evaluations of people's behaviors (Alvarez, Ruble, & Bolger, 2001; Rholes et al., 1990; Ruble & Dweck, 1995) . That is, young children make egocentric and global evaluations about whether they like or dislike a person and then make judgments and predictions from their evaluations. In a study by Alvarez et al. (2001) , children were provided with vignettes of protagonists engaging in trait-relevant behaviors and were then asked to evaluate the goodness of the characters, to rate the characters on relevant traits, and to predict future behaviors. They found, with path analysis, that although older children's trait ratings mediated their predictions, younger children's evaluative ratings mediated their predictions. This suggests that young children use global evaluations to make what can appear to be trait inferences. Similarly, Ruble and Dweck (1995) suggest that young children could have an appreciation of people as either good or bad. This hypothesis posits a superficial understanding that merely divides and categorizes people globally without alluding to internal, causal characteristics. Thus, superficial evaluations could lead young children to appropriately assign trait labels to examples of behavior (Rholes & Ruble, 1984; Stipek & Daniels, 1990) without an ability to infer traits from behaviors (i.e., property-to-category inferences). To test this, in Experiment 1, we presented children with story protagonists' trait-relevant behaviors and then asked them to make trait-label judgments and ratings. We also asked children to rate how much they liked the protagonists, in order to determine whether simple evaluative ratings mediated their trait labeling. It is possible that even if young children do use global evaluations to make trait inferences, this does not preclude them from understanding traits. Young children, and adults, may have a conception of traits but sometimes rely on evaluative heuristics to make inferences, especially when the traits involved are highly valenced.
Furthermore, the majority of previous research testing behavior-to-behavior predictions has presented children with only one example of a story protagonist's trait-relevant behavior. For instance, children were shown a story character sharing her lunch and from that single example of trait-relevant behavior, children were expected to make predictions of future behavior. It is well documented that adults, at least in Western cultures, have a strong tendency to attribute another person's behavior to internal traits and ignore situational factors even in the absence of any evidence for the stability of that behavior (for reviews, see Gilbert, 1998; Gilbert & Malone, 1995) . This is argued by social psychologists to be the ''fundamental attribution error'' (Jones, 1979; Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Ross, 1977) . It is exactly this type of ''error,'' of making trait attributions from a single sample of behavior, that the standard study design demands of children. From these sorts of data, it may be the case that young children understand traits, but (before 8 years of age) they do not make one-example behavior trait attributions (see, e.g., Miller, 1984) . Instead, they might require multiple examples of behavior rather than just one in order to make a trait attribution (Boseovski & Lee, 2006) . In their everyday life, children often observe people behave consistently and repeatedly over time; repeated examples may be more naturalistic and effective in engaging young children's inferences of traits from behavior. Thus, we assessed whether young children would be better at behavior-to-trait inferences with three examples than with one example of trait-relevant behavior.
Each child made inferences to four possible traits (selfish, nice, mean, and shy) by making judgments about a story character behaving in trait-consistent or trait-inconsistent ways. For example, for judgments of selfishness, a trait-consistent story described a character's behavior of not sharing his lunch, and a traitinconsistent story described a character's behavior of sharing his lunch. In each case, we then asked children to make a trait-label judgment (e.g., ''Is Bobby selfish?''). If children understand the link between behaviors and traits, they should differentially judge the selfishness of a story character not sharing his lunch versus a story character sharing his lunch.
We also asked children to rate how much they liked the protagonist, to be used as a covariate in the analysis in order to determine whether children's behavior-totrait judgments went beyond global evaluations and reflected deeper inferences. We further addressed the global evaluation hypothesis by including the ''shy'' trait, because it is not as valenced as selfishness, niceness, or meanness. It is unclear whether children evaluate shyness positively, negatively, or neither. However, if they judge it more neutrally, then by studying children's understanding of such a ''neutral'' trait, we can examine whether young children have conceptions of traits that do not simply reduce to global good/bad or like/dislike evaluations.
Method Participants
Sixty-four children, 4-, 5-, 7-, and 9-year-olds, from a small Midwestern American city participated in Experiment 1. The sample consisted of 16 children (8 boys and 8 girls) from each age group. The mean age (and range) in years-months for each age group was 4-6 (4-0 to 4-11), 5-8 (5-0 to 6-3), 7-9 (7-2 to 8-6), and 9-9 (9-2 to 10-4). The children came from preschools and elementary schools serving a middle-class population that was largely European-American with approximately 25% Asian-, African-, and Latino-American representation.
Design
Each child heard four stories, one for each of four traits: selfish, nice, mean, and shy. The main manipulation was whether the protagonist engaged in trait-consistent behaviors or trait-inconsistent behaviors. This manipulation was within subjects. Comparisons of children's trait-label judgments and ratings between the trait-consistent condition (two stories) and the trait-inconsistent condition (two stories) revealed whether children made judgments and ratings differentially between the two conditions and, thus, indicated whether children correctly inferred trait labels from behaviors. For each protagonist, children also made an evaluative judgment and rating. Furthermore, we presented two of the stories with one example of trait-relevant behavior in each story, and we presented the other two stories with three examples of trait-relevant behavior in each story. The order of presentation of the four traits, the order of the traitconsistent and trait-inconsistent conditions, and the order of the one-example and three-examples conditions were counterbalanced.
Materials
Each of the four stories presented to the children contained a different protagonist (see stories in Appendix A). To rule out gender bias in children's trait attributions, the story protagonists were sex matched with each child participant, and all the other characters in the stories were of the other sex.
For ease of comprehension, we structured all stories in a consistent manner with the same template. It is important to note that the stories were purposely and strictly designed to avoid the use of mental state terms (e.g., want, like, or help). The stories only described settings and behaviors. We did this so that any trait inferences the children made from the stories were from the protagonists' behaviors and not simply from the valance of the terms used to describe the behaviors. Pictures to help with comprehension accompanied the presentation of the stories. In all of the pictures, story protagonists' faces were turned away to control against children using facial expressions, and not trait understanding, to form their trait inferences. Therefore, any trait inferences the children made from the stories and pictures were from the protagonists' behaviors and not from facial expressions.
Procedure
Children were tested individually. After presentation of each story, children were asked to judge whether the story protagonist was of a certain trait label (e.g., ''Is Bobby selfish?''). If the judgment was in the affirmative (i.e., responding ''yes''), in any condition (trait-consistent and trait-inconsistent), we then asked the children to rate that trait on a 3-point scale (e.g., ''Is Bobby a little selfish, medium selfish, or very selfish?''); this was accompanied by a visual scale (three progressively larger blue squares on a piece of paper) to help comprehension. This resulted in a 4-point rating scale of that trait label: a score of 0 for judging no, a score of 1 for judging yes and rating a little, a score of 2 for judging yes and rating medium, and a score of 3 for judging yes and rating very. We first considered children's yes/no judgment, which is a common methodology in cognitive development research with young children, but we also obtained a more detailed measurement with the 4-point rating scale. As will be presented below, both measures converged in the results.
In addition, we asked children to judge whether he or she liked the story protagonist (e.g., ''Do you like Bobby?''). If the judgment was in the affirmative, we then asked the children to rate how much they liked the story protagonist on a 3-point scale (e.g., ''Do you like Bobby a little, medium, or a lot?''), accompanied by another visual scale (three progressively larger yellow circles on a piece of paper) to help comprehension. The evaluative rating scale was scored in the same manner as the trait-label rating scale, by combining the evaluative judgment and the 3-point scale to create a 4-point evaluative rating scale of that story protagonist.
Results
For all measures-trait-label judgments, trait-label ratings, and evaluative ratings-an initial 2 (examples: one-example vs. three-examples) Â 4 (age group: 4-, 5-, 7-, and 9-year-olds) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted. The results showed that each of these measures did not differ between presentation of one example of trait-relevant behavior and presentation of three examples of traitrelevant behavior, all ps . .70. In addition, there were no interaction effects between examples and age, all ps . .40. Therefore, we collapsed our measures across one example and three examples of trait-relevant behavior for all further analyses.
For trait-label judgments and trait-label ratings, a 2 (trait presentation: trait-consistent vs. trait-inconsistent) Â 4 (age group: 4-, 5-, 7-, and 9-year-olds) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. As shown in Figures 1 and 2 , trait-label judgments (which range from a score of 0 to 2) and trait-label ratings (which range from a score of 0 to 6) differed significantly depending on trait presentation condition (traitconsistent vs. trait-inconsistent), F(1, 60) 5 515.00, p , .001, and F(1, 60) 5 590.40, p , .001, respectively. This difference was observed for all four traits; the mean trait-label ratings for trait-consistent and traitinconsistent conditions were, respectively, 2.72 and 0.25 for selfish, 2.81 and 0.19 for nice, 2.63 and 0.88 for mean, and 2.69 and 0.31 for shy. In addition, there were interaction effects between trait presentation and age for trait-label judgments and for trait-label ratings, F(3, 60) 5 4.06, p , .05, and F(3, 60) 5 5.94, p , .01, respectively. It appears that the ability to correctly judge and rate traits differentially for different behaviors improves with age (see Figures 1 and 2 ). Nevertheless, examined separately, all age groups showed significant differentiation in their trait-label judgments and trait-label ratings depending on trait presentation condition, including the 4-year-olds' judgments and ratings, F(1, 15) 5 55.59, p , .001, and F(1, 15) 5 47.97, p , .001, respectively. These results with both measures demonstrated that even the 4-year-olds were able to infer traits from behaviors (e.g., when 4-year-olds were presented with the story of Bobby not sharing his cookies, they judged that Bobby is selfish, but when 4-year-olds were presented with the story of Bobby sharing his cookies, they judged that Bobby is not selfish). Therefore, although there was a developmental trend in children's judgments, even children from the youngest age tested were quite able to make behavior-to-trait inferences.
Next, we examined whether young children's behavior-to-trait inferences were solely mediated by evaluative ratings. Not surprisingly, evaluative ratings were significantly more positive for the notselfish story than for the selfish story, F(1, 56) 5 100.69, p , .001, for the nice story than for the notnice story, F(1, 56) 5 54.51, p , .001, and for the notmean story than for the mean story, F(1, 56) 5 13.22, p , .01. There was an interaction effect between trait presentation and age for selfish evaluative rating, F(3, 56) 5 3.46, p , .05. There were no interaction effects with age group for nice and mean evaluative ratings, all ps . .10. However, of central importance, as shown in Figure 3 , evaluative ratings for the shy story and for the not-shy story did not differ significantly, F(1, 56) 5 3.81, ns, and there was no interaction effect with age group, F(3, 56) 5 1.17, ns. These results demonstrated that children made consistent global evaluations for selfishness, niceness, and meanness, but did not do so for shyness. Children did not evaluate shy behavior more or less positively than not-shy behavior. Shyness appears to be a more ''neutral'' trait than selfishness, niceness, and meanness for children. Therefore, our demonstration of early understanding of shyness argues against a strictly global, evaluative interpretation of young children's trait understanding.
Trait-label ratings and evaluative ratings were significantly correlated for three of the traits: selfishness, r(64) 5 À.72, p , .001, niceness, r(64) 5 .77, p , .001, and meanness, r(64) 5 À.60, p , .001. However, trait-label rating and evaluative rating for shyness were not correlated, r(64) 5 À.10, ns. It seems that the children did not use their evaluative rating to infer shyness from behavior. Furthermore, even when evaluative ratings for each of the four traits were included as a covariate in an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) for each individual trait's trait-label ratings, all four trait-label ratings still differed significantly depending on trait presentation condition: selfishness, F(1, 55) 5 66.55, p , .001, niceness, F(1, 55) 5 114.44, p , .001, meanness, F(1, 55) 5 27.51, 
Discussion
Young children were able to infer trait labels from behaviors. In addition, the number of trait-relevant example behaviors did not have a significant effect on trait-label judgments or trait-label ratings. This, however, could be because children's performance was already at high levels when given one example of behavior. For the four traits we presented, we took pains to focus on traits that might be among those that children first understand. If so, it is possible that with other, harder traits (e.g., pessimism, extraversion, etc.) the more naturalistic condition of providing multiple examples of a character's trait-relevant behavior would make it easier for young children to make trait-consistent inferences (see Boseovski & Lee, 2006) . Even children from the youngest age tested, 4-yearolds, showed an ability to make behavior-to-trait inferences that were not solely mediated by global evaluations, as evident in the covariance analyses. More importantly, although there were consistent global evaluations associated with selfishness, niceness, and meanness, shyness appears to be a more ''neutral'' trait. Children's shyness ratings did not correlate with their evaluative ratings. Therefore, the demonstration in Experiment 1 of young children's trait understanding for shyness serves as a case against a purely global, evaluative interpretation of young children's trait understanding.
Experiment 1 thus provides support for young children being capable of the first component process of behavior-to-trait inferences, at least when asked to make such inferences. Experiment 2 investigated young children's capacity for our proposed second component process of trait-to-behavior predictions.
Experiment 2
Previous research using behavior-to-behavior prediction tasks suggests that preschool-age children have clear difficulty using traits to predict behaviors (e.g., Rholes & Ruble, 1984 ). Yet there is some evidence that preschool-age children are able to use traitrelevant information to make other sorts of predictions and inferences (Cain, Heyman, & Walker, 1997; Eder, 1989 Eder, , 1990 Gnepp & Chilamkurti, 1988; Heller & Berndt, 1981; , 2000 Stipek & Daniels, 1990; Yuill & Pearson, 1998) . For instance, Heyman and Gelman (1999) found that when preschool-age children were told that a trait label of ''mean'' applied to a story protagonist who sprayed another character with water, they correctly predicted that the protagonist would be upset when it turned out that the other character was actually happy to get sprayed. For the most part, these studies show that what younger children can infer from trait information are mental states, such as motivation and emotion. That preschool-age children, to the extent they make use of trait information, are able to infer traitrelated mental states is in keeping with their already formed theory of mind (see also Heyman & Gelman, 2000) . What about young children's ability or inability to use traits to predict behavior?
Given the results from Experiment 1 (and previous research, e.g., Rholes & Ruble, 1984) showing that young children have some comprehension of trait labels, as well as the results from a few studies showing children's ability to use trait labels to make psychological inferences , 2000 , young children may also be able to use trait labels to predict behavior. Specifically, we hypothesized that young children would be able to predict trait-consistent behaviors when given trait labels (trait-to-behavior predictions). Moreover, they would be better at predicting behaviors when given trait labels than when given examples of trait-relevant behavior. Inferring future behaviors from past traitrelevant behaviors constitutes behavior-to-behavior predictions, and, as discussed above, past research indicates that young children would be poor at such predictions.
In Experiment 2, each child participated in four parallel trials, one for each of four traits (selfish, nice, mean, and shy). In a within-subjects design, we presented children with a trait label for two of the trials and an example of trait-relevant behavior for the other two trials. After the children were presented with the trait information in each trial, we asked children to predict whether in a new situation the protagonist would behave in a manner consistent with the trait or in a manner inconsistent with the trait.
Method Participants
Forty-eight children, 4-, 5-, and 7-year-olds, from a small Midwestern American city participated in Experiment 2 (these children did not participate in Experiment 1). The sample consisted of 16 children (8 boys and 8 girls) in each age group. The mean age (and range) for each age group was 4-6 (4-0 to 4-11), 5-6 (5-0 to 6-0), and 7-5 (6-11 to 7-11). The children came from preschools and elementary schools serving a middle-class population that was largely EuropeanAmerican with approximately 25% Asian-, African-, and Latino-American representation.
Materials
In the current experiment, we again tested four traits: selfish, nice, mean, and shy. The main manipulation involved presenting either trait labels or traitrelevant behaviors. Comparisons of children's predictions between these two trait-information conditions tested whether children were more likely to make traitconsistent behavioral predictions when given trait labels than when given examples of trait-relevant behavior.
For the trait-relevant behaviors condition, we used four of the trait-consistent stories from Experiment 1, one for each trait (the first trait-consistent behavior of each trait in Appendix A for Experiment 1 was the exact behavior also used in Experiment 2). Each story involved a different protagonist. As in Experiment 1, the story protagonists were sex matched with each child participant and all the other characters in the stories were of the other sex. For the trait labels condition, child participants were told that protagonists possessed particular traits (e.g., ''This is Bobby and he is selfish. Bobby is a very selfish boy.''). Pictures to help with comprehension accompanied the presentation of the stories. In all of the pictures, story protagonists' faces were turned away to control against children using facial expressions instead of trait understanding to form their predictions.
Procedure
Children were tested individually. For each trait, after presenting either a trait label or a trait-relevant behavior, we assessed children's memory of the trait information to ensure comprehension. Next, we told children of a trait-relevant situation and asked them to predict the protagonist's behavior (e.g., ''One day Bobby sees his younger sister playing with his toys in his room. What does Bobby do when he sees his sister playing with his toys?''). We provided children with a choice between a trait-consistent behavior and a trait-inconsistent behavior that were opposites of each other (e.g., ''Does he stop her from playing with his toys? Or does he let her keep playing and give her more of his toys to play with?''). See Appendix B for the trait-relevant situation and prediction choices for each trait.
Results
A 2 (trait information: trait labels vs. trait-relevant behaviors) Â 3 (age group: 4-, 5-, 7-year-olds) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. As shown in Figure 4 , children were significantly better at traitconsistent predictions when given trait labels than when given trait-consistent behaviors, F(1, 45) 5 10.40, p , .01. There was neither a main effect nor an interaction effect with age group. The lack of an interaction with age confirms that children in all age groups were better given trait labels than trait behavior. Targeted analyses of 4-and 5-year-olds showed that 5-year-olds were significantly better at traitconsistent predictions from trait labels than from trait-relevant behaviors, F(1, 15) 5 5.45, p , .05; 4-year-olds were also better at trait-consistent predictions from trait labels than from trait-relevant behaviors, but the effect was not significant.
Both 4-and 5-year-olds were better than chance at predictions from trait labels. Specifically, because we provided children two choices for their predictions, chance performance in each condition, which involved two trials, was 1.00 out of the maximum score of 2.00. Examining these age groups together with one-sample t-tests against the chance value of 1.00, predictions from trait labels were significantly greater than chance, t(31) 5 3.04, p , .01, whereas predictions from trait-relevant behaviors were not significantly greater than chance. That predictions from trait-relevant behaviors were no better than chance is consistent with the literature on young children's (including 7-year-olds') inconsistency in using trait information to predict behaviors (e.g., Rholes & Ruble, 1984) .
Discussion
In Experiment 2, preschool-age children were consistent in making trait-consistent behavioral predictions when presented with trait labels, whereas they were inconsistent in making trait-consistent behavioral predictions when presented with traitrelevant behaviors. This finding for behavior-tobehavior predictions is consistent with previous research, which suggests that children of this age have difficulty with predicting behaviors (Kalish, 2002; Rholes & Ruble, 1984) . However, our results showed that these same children were able to make the component process of trait-to-behavior predictions. Specifically, when the task entails traitto-behavior predictions, rather than behavior-tobehavior predictions, we demonstrate, for the first time, an aspect of predicting behaviors from trait information that they are capable of. Indeed, across Experiments 1 and 2 young children demonstrate an ability to perform both the component processes of behavior-to-trait inferences and trait-to-behavior predictions. Yet they were inconsistent for behaviorto-behavior predictions. Apparently although they are able to operate with both component processes separately (and thereby revealing a useful, appropriate understanding of traits), preschool-age children have yet to link these two component processes together for a full and sophisticated conception of traits that involves trait-consistent behavior-tobehavior predictions.
Even without being able to make behavior-tobehavior predictions, trait-to-behavior predictions of the sort we demonstrate in Experiment 2 could be important and useful to young children. In everyday life, not all of our knowledge about other people comes from direct observation of their behaviors. We also talk about each other all the time, as in gossip (see Dunbar, 1993 , and associated commentary for a discussion on the central role of gossip-estimated as 60% of everyday human conversation-in the evolution of language). Much of what we know about people comes from what others tell us, and this is often done using trait labels. For instance, if people tell us that a particular person is ''shy,'' we will have certain expectations of that person's behavior in social situations full of strangers. Experiment 2 suggests that young children can begin to participate in traitrelevant discourse and, based on such information, make trait-consistent behavioral predictions.
Experiment 3
We propose that in making trait-to-behavior predictions, young children operate with a notion of traits as predictive and stable. Experiment 3 more fully tests children's understanding of stability across time. Whereas children in Experiment 2 were only asked to provide behavioral predictions for one time point, children in Experiment 3 were asked to provide predictions for two distinct time points. As in Experiment 2, each child participated in four parallel trials, one for each of four traits (selfish, nice, mean, and shy). In a within-subjects design, we presented children with a trait label for two of the trials and an example of trait-relevant behavior for the other two trials. After the children were presented with the trait information in each trial, we asked children to predict whether the protagonist would, at two future time points, behave in a manner consistent with the trait or in a manner inconsistent with the trait. No previous study on young children's trait understanding has actually directly assessed predictions across multiple time points. However, if children conceive of traits as stable and predictive, then they should make traitconsistent predictions for multiple time points. We hypothesized that, for Time 1 and for Time 2, children would make trait-consistent predictions and would be better at predicting behaviors when given trait labels than when given examples of trait-relevant behavior.
Method Participants
Thirty-two children, 4-and 5-year-olds, from a small Midwestern American city participated in Experiment 3. None of these children participated in Experiment 1 or Experiment 2. The sample consisted of 16 children (8 boys and 8 girls) in each age group. The mean age (and range) for each age group was 4-8 (4-2 to 4-11) and 5-4 (5-0 to 5-11). The children came from preschools serving a middle-class population that was largely European-American with approximately 25% Asian-, African-, and Latino-American representation.
Materials and Procedure
The materials and procedure used in Experiment 3 were the same as those used in Experiment 2. However, in Experiment 3, for each of the four traits, there was an added question asking children to predict the protagonist's behavior at Time 2, in addition to Time 1. For Time 1, we asked children to predict the protagonist's behavior ''one day'' using the same wording as in Experiment 2 (e.g., ''One day, Bobby sees his younger sister playing with his toys in his room. What does Bobby do when he sees his sister playing with his toys?''). For Time 2, we asked children to predict the protagonist's behavior a second time ''a month later'' in a new setting when faced with the same situation (e.g., ''One day a month later, Bobby again sees his younger sister playing with his toys in the basement. What does Bobby do when he sees his sister playing with his toys?'').
Results

Time 1 Predictions
A 2 (trait information: trait labels vs. trait-relevant behaviors) Â 3 (age group: 4-, 5-year-olds) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for children's response for Time 1; a parallel repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for children's response for Time 2. Replicating the results of Experiment 2, children in Experiment 3, as shown in Figure 5a , were significantly better at Time 1 predictions when given trait labels than when given trait-consistent behaviors, F(1, 30) 5 10.68, p , .01. In addition, there was neither a main effect nor an interaction effect with age group. Targeted analyses of 4-and 5-year-olds separately showed that 4-year-olds were significantly better at trait-consistent Time 1 predictions from trait labels than from trait-relevant behaviors, F(1, 15) 5 5.95, p , .05. Similarly, 5-year-olds were significantly better at trait-consistent Time 1 predictions from trait labels than from trait-relevant behaviors, F(1, 15) 5 4.77, p , .05. As in Experiment 2, because we provided children two choices for their predictions, chance performance in each condition, which involved two trials, was 1.00 out of the maximum score of 2.00. The results showed that 4-year-olds' Time 1 predictions from trait labels were significantly greater than chance, t(15) 5 2.74, p , .05, whereas their predictions from trait-relevant behaviors were not significantly different from chance; 5-year-olds' Time 1 predictions from trait labels were also significantly greater than chance, t(15) 5 3.09, p , .01, whereas their predictions from trait-relevant behaviors were not significantly different from chance.
Furthermore, children's individual patterns of response support these results. It was the case that out of two trials most 4-and 5-year-olds were consistent for predictions from trait labels and were inconsistent for predictions from trait-relevant behaviors. Over two trials, by chance, a fourth of the children would be expected to be correct twice, a half would be expected to be correct for one of the trials, and a fourth would be expected to be incorrect twice. For the trait labels condition, significantly more 4-and 5-year-olds were consistent for Time 1 predictions than expected by chance: ten 4-year-olds were consistently correct, four were correct once, and two were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 12.00, p , .01; eleven 5-year-olds were consistently correct, three were correct once, and two were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 16.38, p , .001. However, for the trait-relevant behaviors condition, 4-and 5-year-olds were inconsistent for Time 1 predictions: four 4-year-olds were consistently correct, six were correct once, and six were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 1.50, p . .40; three 5-year-olds were consistently correct, ten were correct once, and three were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 1.00, p . .50.
Time 2 Predictions
As shown in Figure 5b , children were also significantly better at Time 2 predictions when given trait labels than when given trait-consistent behaviors, F(1, 30) 5 6.66, p , .05, and there was neither a main effect nor an interaction effect with age group. Targeted analyses showed that 4-year-olds were significantly better at trait-consistent Time 2 predictions from trait labels than from trait-relevant behaviors, F(1, 15) 5 4.23, p 5 .057. For Time 2 predictions, 4-year-olds' predictions from trait labels were not significantly greater than chance; 5-year-olds' predictions from trait labels were significantly greater than chance, t(15) 5 2.41, p , .05, whereas their predictions from trait-relevant behaviors were not significantly different from chance. Nevertheless, both 4-and 5-year-olds' individual patterns of response showed significantly consistent Time 2 predictions from trait labels: nine 4-year-olds were consistently correct, three were correct once, and four were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 9.38, p , .01; nine 5-year-olds were consistently correct, five were correct once, and two were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 8.38, p , .05. However, for the traitrelevant behaviors condition, 4-and 5-year-olds were inconsistent for Time 1 predictions: two 4-year-olds were consistently correct, eight were correct once, and six were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 2.00, p . .30; three 5-year-olds were consistently correct, eleven were correct once, and two were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 2.38, p . .30. What's more, of the ten 4-year-olds and eleven 5-year-olds who were consistently correct for Time 1 predictions from trait labels, significantly more than expected by chance (i.e., nine 4-year-olds and eight 5-year-olds) went on to make consistently correct Time 2 predictions from trait labels, v 2 (2) 5 22.60, p , .001, and v 2 (2) 5 13.91, p , .001, respectively. This pattern of individual children's predictions from trait labels at two time points, one month apart, demonstrates their understanding of stability across time.
Combined Data Across Experiments 2 and 3
Children in Experiments 2 and 3 made identical judgments about behaviors at Time 1 (questions were phrased identically). Therefore, utilizing data across both studies provides the opportunity to more comprehensively examine young children's pattern of results with a relatively large number of children (i.e., thirty-two 4-year-olds and thirty-two 5-yearolds). Summed across the studies, of the 4-year-olds, 18 were better in the trait labels condition, 4 were better in the trait-relevant behaviors condition, and 10 were equal in both conditions, sign test, p , .01. Of the 5-year-olds, 19 children were better in the trait labels condition, 6 children were better in the trait-relevant behaviors condition, and 7 children were equal in both conditions, sign test, p , .05. Thus, consistent with our developmental hypothesis, young children tended to be better at trait-consistent predictions from trait labels than from trait-relevant behaviors.
Furthermore, across the studies, significantly more 4-and 5-year-olds were consistent for predictions in the trait labels condition than expected by chance: eighteen 4-year-olds were consistently correct, nine were correct once, and five were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 16.69, p , .001; twenty-one 5-year-olds were consistently correct, seven were correct once, and four were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 28.19, p , .001. However, 4-and 5-year-olds were inconsistent for predictions in the trait-relevant behaviors condition: seven 4-year-olds were consistently correct, fifteen were correct once, and ten were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 0.69, p . .50; six 5-year-olds were consistently correct, nineteen were correct once, and seven were incorrect twice, v 2 (2) 5 1.19, p . .50.
Discussion
The results from Experiment 3 replicated and extended the results from Experiment 2. The 4-and 5-year-olds were consistent in making trait-consistent predictions when given trait labels, whereas they were inconsistent in making trait-consistent predictions when given trait-relevant behaviors. Furthermore, the results show that young children appropriately predict behaviors that are consistent with trait labels for multiple time points. That 4-and 5-year-olds made trait-to-behavior predictions for multiple time points further underwrites the conclusion that they understand traits as being predictive and stable across time. Indeed, consider a lean interpretation of Experiment 2: perhaps young children take the trait labels (e.g., ''Bobby is selfish'') to be a transient, nontrait description (Bobby is acting selfish right now) and then infer behavior accordingly for that time point. Such a ''transient'' understanding of provided trait labels is ruled out in Experiment 3, in which young children appropriately predicted the protagonists' trait-consistent behaviors at two time points, one month apart.
General Discussion
Components of Trait-Consistent Predictions
For trait reasoning, we propose that the cognitive process of predicting future behaviors from past behaviors consists of two component processes of (1) behavior-to-trait inferences and (2) trait-to-behavior inferences. We hypothesized that young children would be able to make each of these sorts of inferences, yet nonetheless fail at the sort of behavior-tobehavior predictions required in prior research.
In Experiment 1, children as young as 4 years of age made appropriate trait-label judgments and ratings based solely on information about the protagonists' behaviors. In addition, children as young as 4 years of age were able to make trait-to-behavior predictions. In Experiments 2 and 3, they were able to use trait labels to predict future behaviors, and they were better at predicting behaviors from trait labels than from previous behaviors. Therefore, the current research found that young children were able to process both components of the two-component process independently. However, they had great difficulty with processing both components together (i.e., make behavior-to-behavior predictions). Specifically, young children were able to make behavior-to-trait inferences and trait-to-behavior predictions, but, just as in previous studies, they were unable to combine both component processes to make behavior-tobehavior predictions. In our studies, and in other research, children appear to have difficulty putting the two component processes together until about 8 years of age. Why is that? We consider a few, though not necessarily mutually exclusive, possibilities.
One possibility is that there is simply an information-processing difficulty, where young children have less cognitive capacity to process both components together. Only by separating the component processes into smaller, manageable parts can young children demonstrate their trait understanding. A second possibility is that although young children are able to make behavior-to-trait inferences and traitto-behavior inferences, their competence in these component processes is still too tenuous to combine both processes to make behavior-to-behavior predictions. Although the 4-year-olds in our studies were significantly able to make behavior-to-trait inferences and trait-to-behavior predictions, it is possible that over this period, children's ability to handle these component processes solidifies until they are able to combine them.
A third possibility is that the data reflect largely young children's emerging understanding of trait labels. Perhaps children's performance in our research reflects an understanding of trait labels (including the ability to make appropriate inferences about and from them) and no further awareness of trait properties. Or, relatedly, perhaps young children have a somewhat more extensive understanding, but trait labels-as presented to children at one point or another in each of our studies-help young children access their concepts of traits. If children are not asked about, or provided with, trait labels, they may fail to engage in trait reasoning and instead consider overt behaviors or global evaluations. Labeling may focus young children's attention on the stable and enduring nature of trait-relevant behaviors. In many areas of cognitive development research, words are considered to provide substantial information about kinds and their richly structured, enduring, and stable nature (Gelman, 2003; Markman, 1989; Waxman, 1999) . Labeling is a powerful way of conveying to children category membership and the potential for inferences that go beyond surface appearances (Gelman & Coley, 1990; Gelman & Markman, 1986) . For examples, Gelman and Heyman (1999) showed that, even for young children, novel trait labels produce judgments of stability. The experimenters described behavioral characteristics to children with either a novel label (e.g., ''She is a carrot-eater'') or a descriptive phrase (e.g., ''She eats carrots whenever she can'') and then asked the children to judge the stability of the characteristics. In that study, children as young as 5 years of age judged greater stability for characteristics referred to by a label than for characteristics referred to by a descriptive phrase. These studies demonstrate the power of labels to convey category stability to young children.
At present, our data do not resolve among these different interpretations, separately or in combination. Because research in many areas of cognitive development has shown the power of labels to convey category stability to young children, we favor the interpretation that trait labels help young children to access their conceptions of traits. Nevertheless, further research is needed to examine whether the later development of the ability to make behavior-tobehavior predictions is a result of general informationprocessing difficulty, being not yet fully competent in the component processes, or an early understanding of traits as causal, stable, dispositional entities that is particularly tied to an emerging understanding of trait labels.
Global Evaluations Versus Trait Reasoning
Our data indicate that a purely global, evaluative interpretation does not account for young children's understanding of traits. Ruble and Dweck (1995) suggest that, when young children make correct judgments on trait tasks, they may simply be inferring behaviors based on their global evaluations of whether they like a person or not, and thus young children do not have a deeper understanding of traits as causal, psychological entities that are stable and internal. We believe that although young children do at times use global evaluations to predict behaviors, this does not preclude them from also understanding traits and engaging in trait reasoning. Young children may have a conception of traits but also rely on evaluations to make inferences, especially when the traits involved are highly valenced.
Experiment 1 showed that children did not make global evaluations for all trait-relevant behaviors. In particular, young children did not judge behaviors relating to shyness either positively or negatively. Indeed, in Experiment 1, children's trait-label ratings and evaluative ratings for shyness were not correlated. Furthermore, children's evaluative ratings did not account for all the variance of their trait-tobehavior inferences. These findings suggest that the young children did not merely use global evaluations to make behavior-to-trait inferences in Experiment 1, but instead engaged in trait reasoning.
In Experiments 2 and 3, children showed an understanding of the link from traits to behaviors. Previous research has found trait-consistent predictions especially difficult for young children. However, by making trait-to-behavior predictions, the young children in Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated at least some aspects of trait-consistent predictions. By using trait labels to predict future behaviors, the children showed an understanding of these labels as referring to dispositional entities important for predicting behaviors across time. Overall, young children demonstrated a nascent understanding of traits as dispositional links to behavior that are stable across time.
Further Issues
Our manipulation in Experiment 1 of the number of example trait-relevant behaviors did not affect children's trait inferences. It is possible that this manipulation was not large enough to induce an effect or that the number of example trait-relevant behaviors affects not children's judgments but their confidence in their judgments. The many potential effects of greater examples of behavior are open for further research. In addition, the larger issue of designing testing materials to reflect more closely children's everyday social situations is an important one and should be pursued in future research. One line of research to pursue would be children's understanding of the dispositions of people they are familiar with and have known for some time. It might be that young children, if asked to make predictions about people they are familiar with, instead of story characters they only have one or two pieces of information about, would demonstrate still greater trait understanding. With more naturalistic materials, it may be possible to examine whether children younger than 4 years of age have the crucial components of trait understanding.
It is important to note that the type of folk psychology characterized in the current study, unlike theory of mind, is highly variable across cultures. Although the concept of dispositional traits is central to Western individualistic folk psychology, it is not central to adult explanations of behavior in many other cultures (Lillard, 1998; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Miller, 1984; Norenzayan, Choi, & Nisbett, 1999; Shweder & Bourne, 1984) . In future research, it will be important to study cultural variations in developmental trajectories of trait attribution. Miller (1984) demonstrated cultural variations in how older children (8 years and above) use traits to explain behaviors. However, we do not know of any study that has examined cultural variations in the development of the type of trait understanding abilities discussed in this article (e.g., trait-consistent behavior predictions).
Although it appears that behavior-to-behavior predictions are late developing, the current study found that young American children possess aspects of trait understanding that they can use in their everyday social interactions, including some appreciation of dispositional traits and their stability over time. In their everyday life, young children hear trait labels applied to other people. Our data demonstrate that children can infer future behaviors of those people from such information. Furthermore, in their everyday life, young children observe other people's behaviors. Our data suggest that children can, at times, infer and apply trait labels to those people, from such information. Therefore, all in all, by preschool age, children's naïve theories of the social world include traits in their everyday explanations and predictions of people's behaviors and thoughts. This means that in addition to developing a theory of mind, young children, at least in the United States, are well on their way to developing a folk psychology of traits. Future research is needed to investigate the relationship between young children's developing trait understanding and their developing theory of mind. By 18 months of age, infants understand the subjective nature of desires (Repacholi & Gopnik, 1997) . Arguably, many traits are an extension of desires across time and situations (e.g., ''Sally wants ice cream'' is a desire that, if extended across time and situation, becomes a trait-like preference, ''Sally likes ice cream''). Lastly, it is important that further research investigate the extent to which children of different ages understand the causal nature of traits (i.e., that traits cause behaviors).
Conclusions
Preschool-age children have a nascent understanding of traits. This understanding appears in a graded, or stepwise fashion, rather than the all-or-none acquisition sometimes described by prior researchers. We propose that predicting future behaviors from past behaviors consists of two component processes: behavior-to-trait inferences and trait-to-behavior inferences. This proposal allows us to address this developmental progression more systematically and resolves inconsistencies in the literature. Counter to previous claims, the current research demonstrates that, in some situations, young children can make trait-consistent behavior predictions. We show that young children can use trait labels, both in inferring traits and in predicting behaviors. However, young children do not appear to make use of trait labels spontaneously to predict future behaviors from past behaviors. Nonetheless, young children's understanding of traits and behaviors in relation to trait labels is a crucial aspect of a conception of traits and is possibly a critical building block in their developing naïve theories of traits and of the social world, in general.
helper to come up on stage. Look, Tracy jumps up and raises her hand.
Appendix B: Experiment 2 (and Experiment 3 Time 1) Trait-Relevant Situation and Prediction Choices
Selfish Situation and Prediction Choices
One day Bobby sees his younger sister playing with his toys in his room. What does Bobby do when he sees his sister playing with his toys? Does he stop her from playing with his toys? Or does he let her keep playing and give her more of his toys to play with?
Nice Situation and Prediction Choices
One day Johnny goes to his aunt's house to play with his cousins, and when he gets there, they are all cleaning up their toys. What does Johnny do when he sees them cleaning up their toys? Does he stay and clean up the toys? Or does he not help clean up and goes home?
Mean Situation and Prediction Choices
One day Mary is walking to the playground and sees a boy trip, fall, and cry. What does Mary do when she sees the boy fall and cry? Does she laugh at and make fun of the boy? Or does she help the boy get up?
Shy Situation and Prediction Choices
One day Tracy goes to camp for the first time and there are a lot of new children she has never met before. What does Tracy do when she sees all the children? Does she stay quiet and not talk to anyone? Or does she go around meeting new children, talking to everyone?
